Illuminate raised curbing and medians
PAVEMENT MARKERS
with high profile Island Beacons.
Island Beacon functions as a highly reflective, oversized pavement marker.
Designed to withstand vehicle roll overs, Island Beacons provide day/night visibility
for all approaching vehicles. Beacons may be placed in front of “KEEP RIGHT”
signs reducing vehicle / curb impacts. Designate entrance points quickly and
effectively. Installation requires lag bolts or adhesive for installation.
Island Beacon is equipped with 8 “Cat's Eye” reflectors. All standard are
colors available.

.

ISLAND BEACONS
IB1-W

IB1-OG

SAFETY & PREVENTION

White Reflectors

Orange and Green Reflectors

Island Beacons can be installed onto
any type of raised surface for enhanced
identification. Use Island Beacons to
indentify entrance and exit points or
to designate specific maintenance
areas.

MULTIPLE COLOR
CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

Island Beacons do not require an
electrical connection. They are
visible from a great distance due to
their High Reflecting Power and
assure maximum nighttime safety.
As motorists approach islands or
intersections, their presence permits
drivers to navigate those areas safely.

Island Beacons are constructed from
A.B.S. materials for strength and
durability.
Built to resist truck and vehicle impact
rollovers without destruction of the
beacon or its reflective lenses.
Island Beacon is equipped with 8 High
Power prismatic reflectors for
maximum visibility.
Reflectors are available in White,
Yellow, Orange, Green, Blue and Red

Island Beacons can be color
configured for specific safety
applications.
Easily replace reflectors with rivets
or screws.

ISLAND BEACON
Specifications
Length:
Width:
Height:
Weight:
Reflectors:

7.8"
7.8"
4"
3.13 lbs
4, 1.5 x 7 in.
4 Trapezoids

ITEM #
0300-IB1-W
0300-IB1-O
0300-IB1-R
0300-IB1-OG

White Reflectors
Yellow Reflectors
Orange Reflectors
Green Reflectors
Red Reflectors

DESCRIPTION
White reflective island beacon
Orange reflective island beacon
Red reflective island beacon
Orange and green reflective island beacon

2600 cd /fc/ft2
2400 cd /fc/ft2
1770 cd /fc/ft2
945 cd /fc/ft2
850 cd /fc/ft2

Cost
$ 59.00
$ 59.00
$ 59.00
$ 59.00l

Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing
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